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Can Nielsen Solve Podcast Data Riddle? With podcasting a mainstream media habit for an increasing number of 
Americans, advertiser interest is growing – 18% of marketers surveyed by Advertiser Perceptions say they would definitely 
consider advertising in a podcast in the next six months. Measurement, one of podcasting’s biggest hurdles, could soon be 
overcome by Nielsen’s forthcoming digital audio measurement service. “Podcasting lends itself beautifully to total audience 
measurement,” Nielsen EVP of product leadership Megan Clarken told Inside Radio in an 
interview. Once the measurement giant’s software development kit (SDK) is embedded in a 
podcast, “we’re picking it up every single time it’s listened to,” she said. Measuring podcast 
ads is the easy part. If the ads carry their own unique identifying tag, Nielsen can collect 
the ad consumption info, whether audio or video, Nielsen EVP & managing director of local 
media Matt O’Grady said. How podcast programming gets credited is a little trickier. If the 
podcast is repurposed from an on-air show and carries the same commercial load, it could be included in the station’s 
AQH ratings. For podcasts that are downloaded and listened to later, the SDK has the ability to hold on to that time-shifted 
consumption data and send it back to Nielsen the next time the user is online. Nielsen would then need to come up with 
something similar to the TV industry’s C3 ratings currency which counts the initial broadcast plus three days of time-shifted 
viewing. But podcasts hold the potential to open a new revenue stream for radio by using digital ad insertion to deliver ads 
to consumers based on their behaviors and other targeting. The Download: How Nielsen plans to use digital content 
ratings for podcasts – go to InsideRadio.com.

Podcast Ad Puzzle Still Needs Solutions. While the burgeoning podcasting space is estimated to have cleared nearly $100 
million in advertising last year, it appears that a mere 2% or 3% of the 307,000-plus podcasts available on iTunes actually 
make money from ads. But the potential remains huge, according to a story in Digiday. Todd Cochrane, CEO of podcast 
services company RawVoice, says that “media buyers are all looking for the big shows, but there is a huge opportunity to 
take this to a $400-$500 million market.” The story uses CBS Local Digital Media’s Play.It as a case in point. Launched a 
year ago, the podcast network has corralled the likes of Dunkin’ Donuts and DraftKings as advertisers via 30-second spots, 
sponsored segments and live reads from the hosts. That said, much of its advertising comes as part of multiplatform deals 
sold by CBS Radio and CBS Local Digital Media’s sales teams, according to Digiday. “There are some that have bought into 
the on-demand world and they’re in hook, line and sinker,” said Ezra Kucharz, president of CBS Local Digital Media. “There 
are others who are more cautious and still want to figure it out.” Play.It has more than 400 shows with over 75% reportedly 
comprised of on-demand versions of CBS TV and radio shows such as “60 Minutes,” “Boomer & Carton” and “CBS Sunday 
Morning,” as well as 90 original podcasts. CBS said an increasing number of its podcasts are client-branded, including 
“The Love Show with eHarmony” and “Cosmopolitan.com Happy Hour.” Kucharz notes, “Just like everything in the media 
business, brands want to be around hits. That’s going to remain key for us going forward.”

Apple To End Free iTunes Radio. Apple will end its free, ad-supported iTunes Radio service on Jan. 29, the company said 
in an email to customers. The product, which includes curated and customized stations, will become part of Apple Music’s 
$9.99-a-month subscription service, marking the tech giant’s exit from the ad-supported online radio business. However 
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Apple continues to operate Beats 1 as free radio service amidst speculation it will launch a group of Beats offshoot stations 
in the future. Introduced in 2013 to coincide with the rollout of iOS7, iTunes Radio signaled Apple’s entry into the streaming 
radio business after largely sitting on the sidelines. It allowed users to create personalized stations based on their listening 
history and past purchases from iTunes and offered access to pre-programmed or curated stations. Apple reportedly has 10 
million paid subscribers for its subscription music service across the 100 countries where it operates, trailing Spotify which is 
believed to have around 25 million. Not only is Apple getting out of ad-supported online radio, it’s also shuttering the iAd App 
Network as of June 30. Six years after Apple co-founder Steve Jobs heralded iAds as a new chapter in mobile advertising, 
MediaPost reports that Apple will stop accepting new apps into the network, although existing ad campaigns can continue 
to run through June 30. Apple hasn’t revealed its future plans for mobile advertising, but says those wanting to promote its 
apps through iAd can create a campaign using iAd Workbench, according to MediaPost. Despite its high-profile launch, the 
iAd platform gained little traction. In 2014, CEO Tim Cook called it a “very small” part of Apple’s business. 

Myers: Marketers Will Shift Back To Traditional Media In 2016. Will marketers make a U-turn from digital back to traditional 
media like radio and TV in 2016? That’s the prediction from Jack Myers, chairman of marketing intelligence firm MyersBizNet. 
Myers is calling for “the beginning of a long-term trend of marketers returning to legacy media,” including TV and radio, 
according to a story in Business Insider. Contrary to forecasts from Magna Global and others expecting a decline in TV 
advertising, Myers anticipates broadcast network TV ad revenues to jump 4.2% in 2016. He bases his prediction on four key 
trends. First digital ad budgets are becoming more narrowly focused on specific companies. “Marketers are consolidating 
their digital budgets into fewer platforms where they can have a major presence – with their primary focus Facebook and 
Google,” he tells Business Insider. Second, traditional media, have done “an excellent job” of building ad opportunities into 
their on-demand platforms, helping them capture a larger share of digital 
video budgets. Third, revenue generated from ad campaigns has recently 
declined, causing marketers to revert to tried and true forms of advertising. 
“There is a growing body of evidence ... that the target audience, reach, 
and awareness of ad campaigns has declined over the past decade, and 
that this decline has impacted on the ROI [return on investment] value of 
advertising,” Myers says. “Their analyses point to the best solution being 
a reinvestment in television first, followed by out-of-home, radio and to a 
lesser extent print.” Finally, the integrated marketing solutions, branded 
content and tech investments made by legacy media are satisfying the 
desire for “shiny new objects” among marketers, he contends. 

Competitive Info: $1 Billion Forecast For Olympics TV Advertising. 
NBCUniversal is on track to book more than $1 billion in advertising revenue 
from its coverage of the 2016 Olympics in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, according 
to the company’s head of sports ad sales. That would exceed the ad dollars 
generated from the 2012 Summer Olympics in London. “We are exceeding 
the pace for London now,” Seth Winter, executive VP of ad sales for NBC 
Sports Group, told reporters during a conference call last week, according 
to Variety. “We are on a record pace.” Demand from automakers, movie 
studios, fast food chains and consumer tech manufacturers is described as robust, due in part to an increase in live coverage 
from the games. Brazil’s location in a time zone just one hour ahead of the East Coast makes it easier for the network to 
broadcast the games as they happen. In past locations, such as Beijing, coverage was often taped and repackaged for 
broadcast in U.S. primetime. Advertisers are attracted to live event programming due to its immediacy and the inability of 
viewers to skip past commercials. Winter predicted each night of the 17-day telecast would draw ratings on par with a post-
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season NFL Wild Card game, according to Variety. The revenue estimate encompasses national broadcast, cable and digital 
inventory and doesn’t include local advertising on NBCU-owned stations. To protect its TV ad business, NBCU is requiring 
Olympics advertisers to spend a certain amount on TV advertising to purchase specific amounts of digital ads, per Variety. 

Hispanic Radio Grows Audience—and Advertisers. Hispanic listeners have a deep connection to the airwaves, and 
both Spanish-language radio stations and their advertisers are on the rise, according to a piece in Media Life’s series about 
the new face of radio in America. “It seems that in recent trends, advertisers are starting to return some of their investments 
to traditional media such as radio,” says Sylvia Refojo, media supervisor at Tapestry, part of Starcom Mediavest. “Toward 
the end of 2015 and now starting in 2016, it’s clearly evident that this is turning back slowly. Not in its totality, but definitely 
some.” A Kantar Group advertising survey sees the trend going back even further, stating that Spanish-language local 
radio spending rose 6.5% in the first quarter of last year. Those advertisers are following a growing, committed audience. 
Among Hispanics 12+, 93% listen to radio weekly, while nationally, Spanish-language radio has a 6.1% audience share. 
“For this group, there’s a deep link between music and home,” the Media Life story begins. “Songs can serve as a bridge 
between their native country and where they live now.” The story cites Nielsen statistics pointing to the weekly reach of 
traditional radio among Hispanics, which has grown markedly in two years. Among Spanish-language radio’s biggest 
draws, Media Life notes, are the companionship of DJs. “Many advertisers value them for their ability to act as evangelists 
for their products,” Refojo adds. “When DJs endorse brands and go out to the retailers, they create a trust factor that really 
resonates with the Hispanic consumer. In many markets, the DJs serve as ‘pastors’ or ‘priests,’ where people trust them 
and contact them for guidance.” Among ad categories, buyers say telecommunications and insurance carriers are among 
the primary investors in Hispanic radio. 

Macy’s, iHeart Set for Vegas Fest Magic. iHeartRadio is truly feeling the “magic of Macy’s.” The radio group’s massive 
annual iHeartRadio Music Festival and Daytime Village will return to Las Vegas on Friday and Saturday, Sept. 23-
24, held across from the Luxor Hotel, and set to include the Macy’s iHeartRadio Rising Star talent search. In tandem 
with the event are major branding alliances. Fest partnerships include ties with Ideal Image, 
MasterCard, Matador Beef Jerky, Mazda, State Farm, Taco Bell, The CW, Twix, Ulta Beauty, 
UnitedHealthcare and X Out (from Proactiv). Starting in early May, fans can cast their votes 
for their favorite up-and-coming artists and the top-five finalists’ music will play on mstyleradio, 
the Macy’s iHeartRadio channel which also broadcasts live in-store at the retailer’s mstylelab 
Junior’s and Young Men’s departments nationwide. The winner will perform on the same stage 
as iHeartRadio Music Festival headliners and at Macy’s events in the fall. As Inside Radio 
reported about the 2015 event, while the festival has become a showcase for radio and the 
streaming service, it’s also a key component of Macy’s audio strategy. Macy’s chief marketing 
officer Martine Reardon said then that the alliance provides a means to build on the retailer’s 
goal of merging fashion, music and pop culture. Jeff Howard, president of national sales for 
iHeartMedia, said in a release Friday that the partnership “is extremely unique and together 
with Macy’s we have the ability to provide emerging artists with national exposure and also continue to support music 
discovery with our audiences.” The 2016 Daytime Village will feature live performances from artists including Sam Hunt 
and Alessia Cara, with more to be announced. The Daytime Village will also feature fan zones and interactive experiences 
by iHeartRadio’s brand partners.

More News, Better Updates—Get the Industry’s Full Story at InsideRadio.com. Taco Bell Taps Thalberg For CMO 
Post… Marketers See Mobile Video Ads As Key To Brand Building… Display Set to Top Search in Digital Ad Derby … Read 
these and other stories as they happen at InsideRadio.com, your online destination for breaking news.

— Get more news, people moves and insider extras @ www.insideradio.com. —
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

GENERAL SALES MANAGER OPPORTUNITIES - GREENVILLE, NC & AUGUSTA, GA
Beasley Media Group, Inc. is seeking two take-charge, dynamic, motivated radio sales leaders to manage 
our sales teams in Greenville, North Carolina and Augusta, Georgia.  The ideal candidate for each GSM 
position must create a culture of excellence, practice strong communication and presentation skills and 
demonstrate an ability to recruit top-performing sales talent.  The qualified candidate must have a proven 
track record in successfully developing, managing and leading a sales team.   

Qualifications:

• Minimum of four years of successful experience as a media account executive required.
• Minimum of two years of media management experience preferred. 
• Demonstrated history of revenue goal achievement, with consistent growth.
• Proven ability to coach and lead sales management teams across multiple markets to 
 deliver revenue budget. 
• Motivate account executives toward successfully maintaining strong relationships with local 
 and regional accounts and advertising agencies. 
• Build and maintain a quantifiable network of solid relationships with agency planners and clients.
• Work directly with key account executives to close business.
• Establish a quantifiable network of solid relationships with agency planners and clients.
• Stellar writing and presentations skills.

Send cover letter and resume to:    
Heather Monahan heather@bbgi.com 

and Kim Barber kim.barber@bbgi.com 
Beasley Media Group, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer

VP/GM
BOISE, IDAHO

We have a rare opening for a 
VP/GM for our 4-station 

Boise radio cluster.  

We also operate a
co-owned TV station, so there 
are lots of opportunities to do 

big things together! 

Looking for a people-oriented, 
culture-building, strategic leader 

who loves to win.
EOE. Referrals or letters of 
interest held in confidence.  

Drop me an e-mail:  
steve.wexler@scripps.com

www.scripps.com

GENERAL MANAGER
WYOMING

Our long-time general manager  
in Cody, Wyoming is retiring.   

 
We’re looking for a sales-oriented  

G.M. with prior senior  
management experience.   

 
Our company owns two clusters 
with a total of nine stations that 

would be your responsibility.   
We also own nine other stations 
in the state with another G.M. 

in place.   
 

Profitable operations currently.  
Equity participation and 

competitive compensation 
package.   

 
To apply, please send letter 
and resume to Larry Patrick, 
Legend Communications at: 

larry@patcomm.com  

SALES MANAGEMENT
Due to recent expansion of our 
company, Forever Media Inc. is 
seeking applicants for several 

positions in sales management 
across our company. If you love 
selling radio and would like teach 

the secrets of your success to 
others, Forever Media would 

like to talk to you about becoming 
part of our team! 

We are a privately owned 
company that is expanding in 
Pennsylvania and surrounding 
areas. Minimum of two years 
sales management or selling 
experience in media sales is 

required. Positions are available in 
our Johnstown, State College and 
Gettysburg/York markets. EOE. 
Send resume, cover letter and 

salary requirements to:  
careers@forevermediainc.com Ads@insideradio.com
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